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Time in quantum mechanics: 2 mysteries

Nonlocality
How can a singleHow can a single 
particle be at 2 places 
at the same time?at the same time? 



Time in quantum mechanics: 2 mysteries

Nonlocality
How can a singleHow can a single 
particle be at 2 places 
at the same time?at the same time? 

IndeterminancyIndeterminancy
Einstein:  “God does 

l di ”not play dice.”



Kinematic nonlocality: Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen
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Kinematic nonlocality: Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen
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Indeterminancy: playing dice
• 1st atom decays in 1 min

• 2nd atom (identical to 1st

atom) decays in 1 hour

• There was noThere was no 
difference between 
them in the beginning, 
but they behave 
differently later 



• Classical (dependent):
Boundary conditions: classical vs quantum

( )• Classical (dependent):
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• Quantum (independent):
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Standard formulation of quantum theory

• the state of a system at a 
given moment is 

2t

t ?

g
described by one wave-
function, evolving from 
the past to the future

1t 
the past to the future

One-state vector
t

FREEt
i H dt

'
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Courtesy Vaidman



Boundary conditions: quantum
What can we say about the system at intermediate time, t 
by using strong measurements?

“Prediction is very difficult, 
i ll if it' b t th f t ”especially if it's about the future.”

 A?


 A?
1t t

Y. Aharonov, P. G. Bergman and J. L. Lebowitz, Phys. Rev. 134, 1410 (1964)
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Boundary conditions: quantum

What can we say about the system at intermediate time, t?
Strong measurement: Aharonov-Bergmann-Lebowitz (ABL) formula

 A?


 A?
1t t

Y. Aharonov, P. G. Bergman and J. L. Lebowitz, Phys. Rev. 134, 1410 (1964)
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Time-symmetric (or 2-vector) re-formulation of
quantummechanicsquantummechanics

• the state of a system at a 
i t i

2t
given moment is 
described by two wave-
functions, one evolving



t ?
functions, one evolving 
from the past to the 
future, and one evolving 
from the future to the past

1t
from the future to the past





The two-state vector• “Collapse” does not 
necessarily imply arrow of 
ti t i i l l  time at microscopic level



Strong measurements

ABL

Courtesy Alter



Time-Symmetric formulation of QM (TSQM)
To be useful and interesting,  any re-formulation of 
QM should meet several criteria, for example:

1) TSQM is consistent with standard QM
Inventing new theory requires ‘imagination in a terrible strait-jacket’ Feynman

2) TSQM brings out features in QM that were 
missed before (e g weak values)missed before (e.g. weak values)

3) TSQM lead to simplifications in calculations 
and stimulated discoveries in other fieldsand stimulated discoveries in other fields

4) TSQM suggests generalizations of QM



Physics Today, November 2010
See also 6 reply letters in May 2011 + replies to come



Weak measurements

Courtesy Alter



Weak values

Y Aharonov, D Albert, L Vaidman,  Phys. Rev. Lett.60 (1988), 1351; Y. 
Aharonov and L. Vaidman J. Phys. A: Math. Gen. 24, 2315-2328 (1991)



Example: spin Example: spin 

2t

t ? At any intermediate time, such a particle has 
well defined values of the two noncommuting
It would seem that the spin component S45º
along the 45° direction in the zx plane would

1t

well-defined values of the two noncommuting
spin components Sz=1/2 & Sx=1/2
along the 45 direction in the zx plane would 
have to be +√2/2, an impermissible value

1



Example: spin 
Measuring both the x and z spin components of a 
spin-1⁄2 particle in the interval between the pre- and 
postselections yields different results depending on

2t

postselections yields different results depending on 
the time order of the two measurements

t ?

1t1
If the 1st interim measurement 
is along z & the 2nd is along x, 
both measurements are

Reversing the order of 
the interim 
measurementsboth measurements are 

determined by the selections
measurements
destroys that certainty



Eccentric Weak Values

2t

t ?

1t √2 times bigger than allowed
1





Quantum ‘Miracles’

• ‘Well I've often seen a cat without a grin," thought Alice “but a grin 
without a cat! It’s the most curious thing I ever saw in all my lifewithout a cat! It s the most curious thing I ever saw in all my life

JT, 2001; Aharonov & Reznik, 2005



Weak Values and Contextuality

P f th t d t l t d QM i t t l•Proof that pre-and-post-selected QM is contextual 

•Weak value signature that can be tested experimentally

•New restrictions on hidden variables

• (Tollaksen, Journal of Physics A, 40 (2007) 9033-9066)



Weak values and causality: game of errors
• Probability distributions for 

different outcomes of the 
measurement of the spin 
component S of a system of Ncomponent S45° of a system of N 
spin-1⁄2 particles preselected in 
the state |Sz =N/2>

• Green represents measurement• Green represents measurement 
outcomes for an ideal 
measurement without 
postselectionp

• Blue curve represents probabilities 
in a weak measurement

• After postselection for |Sx =N/2>

P b bilit t bt i k l f th i

• After postselection for |Sx =N/2>, 
only the red distribution way out in 
the tail survives

Probability to obtain weak value as an error of the measuring 
device is greater than the probability to obtain weak value 



Weak values and causality: game of errors

Consider weak measurements without postselection



Weak values and causality: game of errors

W k l lWeak value sum rule



Weak values and causality: game of errors

• Can always constructively interfere tails of measuring device to 
reconstruct initial WF of MD around the forbidden weak valuereconstruct initial WF of MD around the forbidden weak value

Superposition of positive shifts yields negative shift 
courtesy Boteroy

• Led to new for of mathematics‐superoscillations (Aharonov, Colombo,
Sabadini, Struppa, Tollaksen,J “Some mathematical properties of superoscillations,
Journal of Physics A: Mathematical and Theoretical 44 (2011) 365304.)



Time-Symmetric formulation of QM (TSQM)
To be useful and interesting,  any re-formulation of 
QM should meet several criteria, for example:

1) TSQM is consistent with standard QM

2) TSQM brings out features in QM that were 
missed before (e.g. weak values)

3) TSQM lead to simplifications in calculations 
and stimulated discoveries in other fields

4) TSQM suggests generalizations of QM



New paradigm for amplifying signals (AAV effect)

• Enhanced sensitivity by 104 (Hosten, Kwiat, Science 2/8/08)

See also “Robust weak measurement “ JT JOP, (2007) Courtesy Hosten, Kwiat



New paradigm for amplifying signals-deflection

The beam would move by a micron traveling across the US

See Dixon, Starling, Jordan, Howell, PRL, 102, 173601 (2009)+many other articles

Courtesy Jordan



Multiple-time states & measurements 
Aharonov, Popescu, Tollaksen, Vaidman, Phys Rev A 79, 052110 (May 1, 2009)



Multiple-time measurements & operators 
Aharonov, Popescu, Tollaksen, Vaidman, Phys Rev A 79, 052110 (May 1, 2009)

• Whenever we consider multiple instants of time, the most general 
object is any combination of bras & kets

• This is an observable that gives the value zero in the case when 
the x‐component of the spin is the same at the two times, but 
doesn't offer any information about the actual value of the x‐doesn t offer any information about the actual value of the x‐
component

• These are entangled states; measurements are collections of bras• These are entangled states; measurements are collections of bras 
& kets; very similar to states

• kinematic & dynamical descriptions are united• kinematic & dynamical  descriptions are united

• multi‐time state is covariant 



Multiple-time states & measurements 
Aharonov, Popescu, Tollaksen, Vaidman, Phys Rev A 79, 052110 (May 1, 2009)



Separation of physical scales

Quantum Mind, Salzburg, 2007



Separation of physical scales
CLASSICALQUANTUM CLASSICAL

0 000 000 000 1m0.000 000 000 1m 10000000000 lyears

Quantum Mind, Salzburg, 2007



Correspondence principle: micro‐>macro

Courtesy Thaller



Correspondence principle: micro‐>macro



New understanding of relationship between micro & macro

2D
● Interferometer with 
movable mirror

2D

● Classical and 
quantum explanations

BA C

quantum explanations 
provide conflicting 
predictions regarding  BA C
the change of 
pressure on the small 
mirror during

1D
mirror during 
fluctuation of 
detected intensity

Aharonov, Botero, Nussinov, Popescu, JT “On the classical limit of quantum optics” 



3) stimulates discoveries in other fields

• Another example is the Quantum Random Walk (Aharonov, Davidovich and 
Zagury, Physical Review A 1993)

• Many other fields impacted (eg Nussinov, S, JT Physical Review D,  
“Color transparency in QCD & post-selection in QM,” 78, 036007 (2008); 
Aharonov, Massar, Popescu, JT, Vaidman, “Adiabatic measurements on , , p , , ,
metastable systems," Physical Review Letters, 77 (6): 983-987; 
Kaufherr, Aharonov, Nussinov, Popescu, JT Physical Review A, 83, 
052127 (2011), etc



Time-Symmetric formulation of QM (TSQM)
To be useful and interesting,  any re-formulation of 
QM should meet several criteria, for example:

1) TSQM is consistent with standard QM

2) TSQM brings out features in QM that were 
missed before (e.g. weak values)

3) TSQM lead to simplifications in calculations 
and stimulated discoveries in other fields

4) TSQM suggests generalizations of QM



Forward evolving branch of the universal wave function

Does the universe have a destiny?
Forward evolving branch of the universal wave function 
does not describe all we should know about a world. 

The backward evolving (destiny) state has to be added.g ( y)

Collaboration 
w/ Paul Davies

Courtesy VaidmanCourtesy Vaidman

Aharonov & JT in VISIONS OF DISCOVERY ed. R. Y. Chiao, M. L. Cohen, A. J. Leggett, 
W. D. Phillips, and C. L. Harper, Jr. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010.



Does the universe have a destiny?

“One of us is in trouble”



Each moment of time is a new universe
Heraclitus vs Parmenides“You never bath twice in the same river ”Heraclitus vs Parmenides“You never bath twice in the same river.”

Aharonov, JT, 2010, Visions of Discovery; Aharonov, Popescu, JT, forthcoming



• New ability to obtain a post-selected state of one particle that is

QM Generalization: Each moment of time a new universe

• New ability to obtain a post-selected state of one particle that is 
completely correlated to the pre-selected state of a second particle:

t k N ti l t f th l th ti i• stack N particles on top of another along the time axis:



Each moment of time is a new universe

“block universe on 
steroids” David Albert

Aharonov, JT, 2010, Visions of Discovery; Aharonov, Popescu, JT, forthcoming



Newton’s laws: local equations of motion

In classical physics the force has to act inIn classical physics, the force has to act in 
the same place where the particle is



“Testing Aharonov-Bohm effects” 



Nonlocality: kinematic vs. dynamic
• Bell‐inequality violations follow from the Hilbert‐space structure of quantum• Bell‐inequality violations follow from the Hilbert‐space structure of quantum 

mechanics; they are purely kinematic

• Aharonov‐Bohm effect demonstrates dynamical non‐locality , i.e. in the 
quantum equations of motionquantum equations of motion

Courtesy Thaller



2-slit with single localized particles



Quantum interference, modular variables & 
weak measurements JT et al New Jrnl Physics 12 (2010) 013023weak measurements JT et al,New Jrnl Physics 12 (2010) 013023

D           2D        

See also Nature Physics, March, 2010, Popescu



Having your cake & eating it-measuring nonlocal interactions w/o 
violating causality w/ pre- & post-selection, weak measurements

Post-select an 
eigenstate of parity

t4

t3 Open or close slit

C
C

  Weakly measure 
wC 

 ? modular variable exp(ipD//h)t2

Pre-select all particles 
at right slit

t1 at right slit

JT et al,New Jrnl Physics 12 (2010) 013023; 
see experiment Spence, Parks  arXiv:1010.3289



Time and axioms of quantum mechanics

Why does God play dice?

T diti l t i i i

Why does God play dice?

Traditional answer: nature is capricious



Time and axioms of quantum mechanics
Why does God play dice?

Quantum Mechanics
y p y

RelativityNonlocality RelativityNonlocality
• Not intuitive: “It’s like trying to derive special relativity 

from the wrong axioms.” – Yakir Aharonov

• This recalls a Woody Allen joke: 
This guy goes to a psychiatrist and says “Doc myThis guy goes to a psychiatrist and says, Doc, my 
brother’s crazy – he thinks he’s a chicken!”
The doctor says, “Well, why don’t you turn him in?” 
The guy says, “I would, but I need the eggs!”

• We say, “Quantum theory is crazy – but we need the eggs!”



Time and axioms of quantum mechanics

Quantum Mechanics

RelativityNonlocality RelativityNonlocality

Courtesy Popescu



New intuition about nature of time

RelativityNonlocality yy
?

Quantum Mechanics

Courtesy Popescu



Conclusions
1) TSQM i i t t ith QM1) TSQM is consistent with QM
2) TSQM brings out features in 

QM that were missed before
2010 National Medal      

of Science

QM that were missed before 
(e.g. weak values)
• if your only tool is a 

h h dhammer, then you tend to 
treat everything as if it 
were a nail

Obama: “his work in quantum 
physics which ranges from the 
Aharonov-Bohm effect, to the notion

• To grasp the world more 
fully by grasping it gently

Aharonov Bohm effect, to the notion 
of weak measurement, making him 
one of the most influential figures in 
modern physics.”

3) TSQM lead to simplifications 
in calculations & stimulated 
discoveries in other fields

4) TSQM suggests 
generalizations of QM Thanks to Alter, Botero, Hosten, Kwiat Jordan, Popescu, 

Rohrlich, Thaller, Vaidman, for material used in this talk


